Meet EnGen

EnGen is a career-focused, virtual English language platform for organizations and employers working with immigrants and refugees. Our adaptive platform offers speakers of other languages the English skills they need to fill talent vacancies. With anytime, anywhere access, learners receive personalized, career-aligned content, relevant to their academic and career goals.

THE ENGEN SOLUTION

• Program and performance visibility
• Adaptive learning
• Relevant and real-time content
• Anytime, anywhere access

DESIGNED FOR LEARNERS

84% of users said that EnGen enabled them to achieve their real-world career goals

90% of learners said that EnGen enabled them to achieve their real-world social goals

“AEnGen has truly changed my life. I don’t need a translator to communicate with my coworkers and friends anymore. Because of my English training, Taziki’s offered me a new position — now I take orders from customers and chat with them.”

-Dayaña Vásquez, Taziki’s Café employee, Richmond, VA

“Global Michigan piloted EnGen for our Michigan International Talent Solutions (MITS) program. We made EnGen’s English for Business course a requirement in addition to two other courses that were customized based on their individual interests. Our learners liked the different approach to ESL that EnGen provides, and they appreciated the variety of courses. The learners felt that EnGen really met their individual needs.”

-Karen Phillipi, Director - New Americans, Office of Global Michigan

A FEW OF OUR CLIENTS

MaineHealth  
University of Maryland  
Queens Public Library  
Futuro Health

EnGen can help your organization immediately launch or improve career pathway programs for speakers of other languages.

See how the platform works with a demo.